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ABSTRACT 
By using an extension of the Furuta inequality and following Kosaki's nice 
technique, we show generalizations of trace inequalities by Kosaki and related trace 
inequalities on chaotic order (i.e., log A >~ log B). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In what follows, a capital letter means a bounded linear operator on a 
complex Hilbert space H. An operator T is said to be positive (T/> 0) if 
(Tx, x) >~ 0 for all x ~ H. Also, an operator T is strictly positive (T > 0) if T 
is positive and invertible. 
It is well known that A >~ B ~> 0 ensures T r f (A )  >~ Trf(B), where Tr 
denotes the usual trace and f is a continuous increasing function on R+ with 
f (0)  = 0. Kosaki [16] shows the following very interesting trace inequality as a 
generalization of the above mentioned trace inequality. 
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TrtEOnEM A [16]. Assume A >I B >1 0 and p > 1, a >t max{-1, -p  /2}. 
(i) Then there exists a partial isometry operator U satisfying 
A~/2BPA~/2 <<. U*AP+~U. 
(ii) For a continuous increasing function f on B + with f(O) = O, we have 
Try(  A'~/2BPA '~/2) <~ Tr f (  a p+~') 
In the above statements he invertibility of A is assumed when a < O. 
On the other hand, as an extension of the ISSwner-Heinz theorem [14, 
17], we established the Furuta inequality [6], which reads as follows. If 
A t> B t> 0, then for each r >/0, (i) (BrAPBr) 1/q >1 (BrBPBr) 1/q and (ii) 
(ArAPAr) 1/q >i (ArBPAr) 1/q hold for p and q such that p 1> 0 and q >_- 1 
with (1 + 2r)q >t p + 2r. Alternative proofs are given in [3], [7], and [15], 
and also an elementary one in [8]. Applications and related results are shown 
in [4], [5], [9], and [10]. We remark that the Furuta inequality ields the 
I)iwner-Heinz theorem when we put r = 0 in (i) or (ii) above: A >i B >/0 
ensures A ~ t> B ~ for any a ~ [0, 1]. Recently Ando and Hiai [2] established 
various log-majorization results giving useful inequalities for unitarily invari- 
ant norms. In [12, Corollary 1.2] we established the following extension of the 
Furuta inequality which interpolates these log-majorization results of Ando 
and Hiai and the Furuta inequality. 
THEOREM B[12]. I f  A >I B >t0 with A > O, then for each t ~ [0,1], 
{Ar/z( A-t/2APA-t/2)~Ar/z}I/q >1{Ar/2( A-t/2BPA-t/2)~A'/2} 1/q
holds for any s >>. 0, p >~ 0, q >1 1, and r >1 t with (s - 1)(p - 1) ~> 0 and 
(1 - t  +r)q >l(p - t ) s  +r. 
We write A >> B if log A ~> log B, which is called the chaotic order [5]; 
Ando [1] showed that A >> B holds if and only if A p >1 (Ap/2BPAP/2) 1/2 
holds for all p /> 0. 
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First we shall give the following generalization f Theorem A. 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be positive operators uch that A >~ B >~ 0 
with A > O. Assume that p >1 1, s >1 1, t ~ [0, 1], and [3 >~ max[t - 1, ½{t(s 
+ 1) - ps}]. Then: 
(I) There exists a partial isometry operator U satisfying 
A~/2( A-t/2BPA-t/2)SA~/2 <~ U*A(p-t)s+~U. 
(II) For a continuous increasing function fort R+ with f(O) = O, 
Try(A¢/2(A-t/2BpA-t/2)SAIJ /2) ~ Try( A (p t)s+t3). 
We need the following lemma to give a proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA [11]. Let S be a positive operator, and let T be a positive 
contraction. Then there exists a partial isometry U such that 
TST = U*SL/2T2S1/2U ~ U*SU. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (I): Applying Theorem B for q = 2, the hypothesis 
A ~> B >~ 0 with A > 0 ensures that for each t ~ [0, 1] and any s ~> ] and 
p~>l  
A [(p-t,~+']/2 >_- {A'/2( A-t/2BPA-t/2)~'A'/2)}~/2 (1) 
holds under the following conditions: 
r >/t  (e )  
and 
2(1 - t  + r) >~ (p  - t )s  + r. (3) 
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Let T be defined by 
T = A[-(P-t)s-rl /4{Ar/2( A-?t/2BPA-t/2)sAr/2}I/2A[-(P-t)s-r]/4. (4) 
(1) ensures that T is a positive contraction for each t ~ [0, 1] and for any 
s >1 1 and p >t 1 satisfying (2) and (3). Also, (4) implies 
A[(p-t)s+r]/4TA[(p-t)s+r]/4 = {At~Z(  A - t /2BPAt /2 )sAr /2} l /2 .  (5) 
Taking the squares of both sides of (5), we have 
A[ ( p - t)s + r ]/4 TA[¢ p - t)s + r ]/2 TA[¢ p - os + r]/4 = Ar /2  ( A-  t /2B PA - t/2 ) s A r/2. 
(6) 
By (6) and the Lemma, there exists a partial isometry operator U satisfying 
TA[(p-t)s+r]/2 T = A[ r - (p - t )s ] /4 (  A - t /2BPA- t /2 )  sA[r - (p- t )s ] /4  
<~ U*A[ (p - t ) s+r l /2u .  (7) 
Put /3 = [r - (p  - t)s]/2.  Then we get 
r= ( p - t )s  +2/3.  (8) 
By (3) with (8), we have /3 >/t - 1 and also by (2) with (8), we have 
/3 >~ ½{t(s + 1) - ps}. Finally, by (7) and (8), there exists a partial isometry 
operator U satisfying 
A~/2( A- t /ZBPA- t /2 )SAf l /2  <~ U*A(p-t)s+13 U 
under the hypotheses p >~ 1, s >t 1, t ~ [0, 1] and /3 >/max[t - 1, ½{t(s + 
1) - ps}]. 
(II): Applying Kosaki's nice technique [16] to (I), we obtain by [13, 
Lemma 1.1] and [13, (2.2) and (2.3)] 
i.~,,{at3/2( A- ' /2BPA-t/2)~At3/2} <~ I~.(U*A(p-t)~+~U) <~ I~.( A (p-')~+~) 
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for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  where {/zn(-)},~= 1.2 .... are singular numbers, so that 
<f{/xn(  A(P-"*+a)} =/z , , ( f (  A(V-'~s+~)} 
and by summing over n, we obtain the desired estimate (II). 
Hence the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
REMARK 1. If we put s = 1 and t = 0 in Theorem 1, then we have 
Theorem A, so that Theorem 1 can be considered as an extension of 
Theorem A. 
We have the following parallel result to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let A and B be positive invertible operators such that 
A >> B (i.e., log A i> log B). Assume that p >/u > 0, s >_- 1, a ~ [0, 1], 
and ~ >~ - u a. Then: 
(I) There exists a partial isometry operator U satisfying 
A~/'2( AU~/2BPAU~/2)SA~/2 <~ U*A(ua+p)s+t3U. 
(II) For a continuous increasing function f on R÷ with f(O) = O, 
Try(  A¢/2( AU~/ZBeA"~/Z)SZ~/Z) <<.Try(A(ua+p)s+O). 
COROLLARY 3. Let A and B be positive invertible operators such that 
A >> B (i.e., log A >~ log B). Assume that p > 0 and ~ >~ O. Then: 
(I) There exists a partial isometry operator U satisfying 
AI3/ZBPAt3/2 < U*AP+~U. 
(II) For a continuous increasing function f on R+ with f(O) = O, 
Tr f (  A~/ZBPA ~/2) ~ Try(AP+~) .  
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Proof of Theorem 2. (I): First of all, we recall the following by [10, 
Theorem 1; 5, Theorem 1]: 
A >> B if and only if A u >~ (AU/2BPAU/2)u/(P+U) forall p >/0andu >/0. 
( * )  
Put A 1 = A u and B 1 = (AU/ZBPAU/2) u/(p+") in (*).  Then A 1 >/B 1 /> 0.  
By Theorem B, for each t ~ [0, 1] and all p /> 0 and u >/0, 
A[(1 pt-t)s+r]/q ~ (Arl/2(Alt/2SrlAlt/2)SArl/2)}l/q (9) 
holds for anys>1 1, Pl>1 1, q>l  1, and r>~t  with (1 - t+r )q  >1(p l -  
t)s + r. 
Put Pl = (P + u) /u  >i 1, q = 2, and also put a = 1 - t in (9). Then 
for each ol ~ [0, 1] and all p >~ 0 and u > 0, 
A[(Uct+p)s+ur]/2 >I {AUr/2 ( ~ 1/2 Aua/2BPA ua/2) A ur/2} (10) 
holds for any s >/ 1 and r >/1 - ot such that 2(or + r)u >~ (ua + p)s + ur. 
By (10), for each a ~ [0, 1] and all p >~ 0 and u > 0, 
s 1/2 I >1 A[-(u~+p)s-url/4{Aur/2( Au~/2BPA u~/2) A ur/2} A [-(ua+p)s-url/4 
(11) 
holds for any s >/ 1 under the following conditions: 
and 
r ~ 1 - a (12) 
2(or + r)u >1 (ua  + p)s + ur. (13) 
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Let T be defined by 
T = A[-(ua+P)s-ur]/4{Aur/2( AUa/2BPAU'~/2)sAU'/2}l/z A [-(u~+p)s-~r]/4. 
(14) 
It turns out that T is a positive contraction by (11), and by (14) we have 
A [(ua+p)s +ur]/4TA[(ua+p)s+ur]/4 = { Aur/2( AU~/~B PA u~/~)sAur/2}l/2. (15) 
Squaring, we obtain 
A[(ua+p)s+ur]/4TAI(ua+p)s+ur]/ZTA[(ua+p)s+ur]/4 
= A"'/2( Au"/2BPAU"/2)SA"'/2. (16) 
By (16) and the I_emma, there exists a partial isometry operator U satisfying 
TAt(.a+p)s+url/2T = A[ur-(u~+p)~]/4( AU~/2BPAUa/g)*Atu~ (u~+p)sl/4 
U*  A t(" ~ + p~ + "rl/e U. (17)  
Put /3 = [ur - (ua + p)s]/2. Then 
ur = (ua  + p)s + 2/3. (18) 
By (la) with (18), we have 
/3 >/ -ua ,  (19) 
and also, by (12) with (18), then we have 
/3 >~ l{u(1 - a)  - (ua  + p)s}. (20) 
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On the other hand, 
½{u(1 - a)  - (us  + p)s} <~ ½{u(1 - a )  - (us  + p)} (by s >/ 1) 
1(_2u  + u - p) 
<-us  (byp>/u>0) .  (9.1) 
Consequently, by (17) and (18) we obtain (I) under the conditions required. 
(II): By the same way as the proof of Theorem 1, we have (II). • 
Proof of Corollary 3. Put u = 0 and s = 1 in Theorem 2. 
We remark that all the results in this paper remain valid if we replace the 
trace norm by the Schatten p-norm. This can be seen by scrutinizing (II) in 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
We would like to express our thanks to Professor H. Kosaki for his nice 
comments after reading our first version. 
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